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FAST RESPONSE VEHICLE
FAST RESPONSE 
VEHICLE

IN AN ERA OF FAST GROWING AMOUNTS OF DATA

the acquisition of evidence is a critical point in digital forensic workflows. Our laboratory 

vehicles are developed to efficiently collect and analyse large datasets directly and 

immediately on site. Our mobile laboratories make it possible, for example, to infiltrate 

companies suspected of economic fraud and generate complete documentation in short 

periods of time as just one example of their many applications. In cases of suspicion, you 

can now bring a fully independent and complete mobile computer lab directly to the crime 

scene and simply image and analyse just as you do back at the HQ!

All of our vehicles and containers are developed like a kind of mobile forensics tool-kit, so 

you will always have the acquisition hardware, analytics software and workstations on 

board to find, collect, save, analyse and report on the evidence. IT-forensics, intrusion 

detection, eDiscovery and data recovery can all be professionally applied even in difficult 

environments, like undercover investigations or areas of conflict. 

With the correct trained staff, even on-site data recovery is possible 
using solutions from for example AceLabs and TeelTech.
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120 HOURS OPERATING TIME VERSION

THE SERVER RACK, FEATURING OUR WORLDWIDE UNIQUE 
SWING RACK

Only with our worldwide unique swing rack can the long-term safe operation of IT and servers in a moving vehicle be possible.

Ingenious engineering, world wide unique concepts and 

a specially developed server rack allow the integration 

of highly sensitive IT-systems into a vehicle that is 

continuously exposed to vibrations and shocks. Our 

unique suspension system ensures that there is no damage 

to the special elect-ronic components whilst on the move!




